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activity
and fugacity, 180
definitions summarized, 183
first mention, 173
introduction, 180
measurement by electrolytic cells, 268
of gases, 181
of HCl, 269
of solids and liquids, 183
of solutes, 181
overall view, 187
relation to cell voltage, 264
activity coefficients
Henryan, 181
Raoultian, 183
adiabatic, 13
affinity, 343
and uncompensated heat, 26
in thermodynamic potentials, 84
aluminum silicate polymorphs
diagram, 144
amino acid reaction, 215
amino acids
equilibrium with peptides, 215
anhydrite-gypsum reaction, 124
aragonite on the sea floor, 231
average sea water, 241
barrier, energy, 31
binary diagram elements, 322
binary systems
G–X sections, 317
cooling curves, 325
incongruent melting, 326
intermediate compounds, 326
mass balance, 316
melting relations, 304
truly binary, 308
types of diagrams, 303
biochemistry, terminology, 104
boiling loop, 322
boiling point elevation, 311
calcite on the sea floor, 231
calorimeter
cryogenic, 120
heat of solution, 113
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calorimetry
cryogenic, 120
defined, 112
drop, 127
example, 116
solution, 113
carbonate compensation depth, 242
Carnot cycles
on T–S diagram, 88
CCD, 242
cell conventions, 265
cell voltage, 260
cell voltage and activities, 264
cell voltages, source of Gibbs energies, 269
cells, work done by, 263
centigrade temperature scale, 38
chemical energy, 3, 4
in terms of Gibbs energy, 104
chemical oceanography, the CCD problem, 242
chemical potential
defined, 163
chemical reactions
no energy change, 4
simple examples, 1
which way?, 1
Clapeyron equation, 141
closed system, 13
components
choice of mole, 220
definition, 23
some conventions, 218
concentration, measures, 150
consolute point, 323
constraint, 27
and metastable states, 78
in mathematics, 79
real and model, 79
third, 80
conventions
electrolytic cell, 265
IUPAC, 265
cooling curves, 325
cryogenic calorimetry, 120
crystallization
equilibrium, 315
fractional, 315
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Dalton’s law, 155
delta notation, 31, 54
diagram
binary, elements, 322
mineral stability, 243
phase, 293
phase, and thermodynamics, 293
species, 238
diamond, 2
diamond/graphite, 18
directionality parameters, derived from fundamental
equation, 90
drop calorimetry, 127
dynamite, 2
egg reactions, thermodynamics of, 32
Eh
defined, 271
practical difficulties, 272
Eh, pH, and oxygen fugacity relationships, 280
Eh–pH diagrams, 274
general features, 275
sample calculations, 276
electrode
copper, iron, 261
reference, 273
standard hydrogen, 262
electrolytic cells, 259
electron transfer reactions, 257
endergonic, 104
endothermic, 57
energy
absolute, 40
and relativity, 40
and work, 40
barrier in reaction, 195
definition, 40
heat, 42
Helmholtz, 93
inequality expression, 81
internal, definition, 41
potential, 40
types, 39
energy barrier, 31
and enzymes, 31
energy transfers, heat and work, 42
energy, internal, in U–S–V surface, 73
engineering, units, 21
enthalpy
defined, 56
effect of pressure on, 132
ideal solutions, 160
of elements not zero, 123
of formation from the elements, 58
enthalpy change as heat of reaction, 56
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entropy
above 298 K, 130
absolute values, 118
analogy, 70
and disorder, 102
and heat capacity, 84, 118
and the third law, 118
as Z-term (analogy with V), 70
by itself not a potential, 70
changes at constant U, V, 74
classical meaning, 101
definition, 71
effect of pressure, 132
historical accident, 70
how to measure, 118
ideal solutions, 161
illustrating changes, 85
in statistical mechanics, 103
in U–S–V surface, 73
entropy–heat–temperature and volume–
work–pressure analogy,
70
enzymes, 31
enzymes as catalysts, 127
enzymes, release barriers, 127
equilibrium
attributes, 16
definition, 15
idealized, 15
local, 19
metastable, 17
partial, 19
real systems, 16
stable, 17
two kinds, 17
unstable, 17
equilibrium constant
a common error, 214
a strange procedure, 204
calcite–wollastonite–quartz example, 212
derivation, 198
discussed, 200
effect of pressure, 214
effect of temperature, 210, 214
first example, 201
hematite–magnetite example, 204
in solid–solid reactions, 207
muscovite example, 206
quartz–water example, 203
solubility, 203
special meanings, 203
equilibrium cooling, heating, 314
equilibrium crystallization, 315
Euler’s theorem, 163
eutectic composition, 306
eutectic temperature, 306
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exergonic, 104
exothermic, 57
experimental thermochemistry, 110
experiments
direct methods, 112
indirect methods, 112
what not to do, 111
what to do, 111
extensive variables, 21
extent of reaction, 343
feldspar, reaction with water, 243
first law, 44
compared with second law, 67
not proved, 45
two conventions, 44
fractional cooling, heating, 314
fractional crystallization, 315
freezing point depression, 310
freezing point elevation, 311
fugacity
and activity, 180
calculated from K, 211
calculation from K, 204
coefficient, 179
definition, 178
introduction, 177
no standard state, 179
oxygen, 278
fundamental equation
applicability, 77
derived, 74
geometrical meaning, 75
Geophysical Laboratory, 110
Gibbs energy
T and P dependence, 92
always decreases at given T, P, 104
and mole fraction I, 165
and mole fraction II, 166
as available work, 95
as useful work, 95
as work, 95
definition, 91
derived from electrolytic cells, 269
effect of pressure, 131, 139
effect of temperature, 144, 147
from electrolytic cells, 268
from tables, 124
ideal solutions, 161
in chemical reactions, 92
methods of measurement, 112
of formation from the elements, 124
partial molar, 163
relation to composition, 165
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sections in unary systems, 299
tabulated, 124
Gibbs energy–composition sections, in binary
systems, 317
Gibbs energy–pressure sections, 301
Gibbs energy–temperature sections, 299
Gibbs, equation 97, 100
Gibbs–Duhem equation, 99
integrated form, 100
granite compositions, in ternary system, 335
granite system, 332
graphite, 2
gypsum–anhydrite reaction, 124
half-cell reactions, 261
heat
as analogous to work, 55
definition, 42
sign conventions, 44
heat capacity
defined, 59
from drop calorimetry, 129
ideal solutions, 160
temperature dependence, 60
variation with temperature, 214
heat content, 59
heat of reaction, 56
defined, 57
example, 57
from heats of solution, 115
standard, 59
heat–temperature–entropy and work–
pressure–volume analogy,
70
Helmholtz energy
as available work, 95
as work, 95
defined, 93
in equations of state, 97
Henry’s law, 156
heterogeneous reaction, 345
homogeneous reaction, 345
hydrated vs. non-hydrated species, 218
IAP, 233
combining with Ksp , 241
ideal gas
effect of pressure, 132
ideal mixing, 160, 169
ideal solutions
enthalpy, 160
entropy, 161
equations, 160
gaseous, 153
Gibbs energy, 161
heat capacity, 160
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laws, 155
liquid, 154
properties, 153
solid, 154
two kinds, 155
volume, 160
idealization, 7
immiscible and miscible substances, 168
incongruent melting, 326
inequality expression, 81
intensive variables, 21
intermediate compounds, 326
internal energy
definition, 41
introduction, 39
little used, 42
modifications, 42
pond analogy, 43
internal energy, in U–S–V surface, 73
internal energy, changes at constant S, V, 74
invariant, 295, 307
ion activity product, 233
irreversibility
two kinds, 78
irreversible processes, 27
irreversible reactions
two kinds, 78
isobaric phase rule, 307
isolated system
used to define entropy, 72
isolated systems, 13
IUPAC conventions, 265
Le Chatelier’s principle, 137
lever rule, 316
liquid junction, 260
liquidus, 307
local equilibrium, 19
loop
boiling, 322
melting, 323
phase transition, 322
lysocline, 242
mass balances in binary systems, 316
mechanics
potentials in, 68
melting loop, 323
melting point depression, 310
metastable equilibrium, 17
metastable phases, 248
metastable states
real, 80
thermodynamic, 80
microstates, 103
mineral stability diagrams, 243
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mineralogical phase rule, 296
miscibility, limited, complete, 309
miscible and immiscible substances, 168
mixing
ideal, 160, 169
volume of, 168
model
phase diagram as, 293
reversible work in, 61
molality, defined, 151
molarity, defined, 152
mole fraction
defined, 151
Nernst equation, 263, 264
notation
clarifying, 62
delta, 31, 54
open systems
as subsystems, 98
defined, 13
in engineering, 101
other kinds, 101
oxidation potential, 271
oxygen
fugacity, 278
fugacity–pH diagrams, 278
role in redox reactions, 258
oxygen fugacity, calculation, 204
partial equilibrium, 19
partial molar Gibbs energy, 163
partial molar properties, 22
partial molar volume, 171
room analogy, 171
parts per million, defined, 152
peptides
equilibrium with amino acids, 215
favored at higher T, 216
perfect equilibrium crystallization, 315
perfect fractional crystallization, 315
peritectic, 323
phase
definition, 22
heterogeneous, 23
homogeneous, 23
phase boundary, slope, 141
phase diagram, what is it?, 293
phase diagrams
as Gibbs energy maps, 137
as models, 293
simple, 137
phase rule
isobaric, 307
mineralogical, 296
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phase transition loop, 322
plagioclase system, 313
polymorphs
of Al2 SiO5 , 144
potential energy, 40
potential, standard cell, 262
pressure
effect on enthalpy, 132
effect on entropy, 132
effect on Gibbs energy, 131, 139
effect on properties, 131
scales, 38
standard, 38
process
complex, 23
definition, 23
irreversible, 27
reversible, 24
thermodynamic, 24
program
phreeqc, 237
progress variable, 344
using, 345
properties, 20
apparent, 168
at high pressure, 131
at high temperature, 127
from phase data, 113
ideal solutions, 153
molar, 21
of calcite and aragonite, 137
partial molar, 22, 168
total, 21
quartz
dissolution, 197
reaction with water, 197
solubility line, 248
Raoult’s law, 158
reaction
amino acid, 215
half-cell, 261
heterogeneous, 345
homogeneous, 345
reaction, heat of, 56
reactions
at equilibrium, 196
biochemical, 125
electron transfer, 257
feldspar, effect of temperature, 247
organic, 125
solid–solid, 207
reactions, in solution, 195
reactions, organic, 30
reactions, pitfalls in writing, 244
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reactions, useful, 243
redox conditions, measurement, 270
redox couples, 272
redox potential and Eh, 271
redox reactions
defined, 257
reference electrodes, 273
reversible process, 24
reversible work as part of the model, 61
saturation index, 234
sea water, average, 241
second law
as principle, 67
compared with first law, 67
statement of, 71
sign conventions, heat and work, 44
simultaneous equations, solution of, 295
slope of phase boundaries, 141
solid solutions, 309
solidus, 310
solubility product, 232
solution calorimetry, 113
solution composition, and Gibbs energy, 165
solutions
infinitely dilute, 155
properties of, 150
solid, 309
solvus, 309, 323
speciation, 234
using calculator, 235
using computer, 236
species
hydrated vs. non-hydrated, 218
species activity diagram, 238
stability, mineral stability diagrams, 243
stable equilibrium, 17
standard heat of reaction, 59
standard hydrogen electrode, 262
standard states, 59
overall view, 187
size of the mole, 220
state variables, 20
additivity, 57
two types, 21
stoichiometric coefficients, 345
system
closed, 13
definition, 11
degrees of freedom, 294
granite, 332
isolated, 13
isolated, importance of, 14
isolated, used to define entropy, 72
open, 12, 13
organic and inorganic, 12
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plagioclase, 313
properties of, 20
real life, 11
thermodynamic, 12
unary, 296
variance, 294
system, model, 244
systems
open, 98
ternary, 327
systems, binary, diagram types, 303
T–S diagrams, 88
temperature
absolute, 38
effect on K, 210
effect on feldspar reactions, 247
effect on Gibbs energy, 144
Kelvin, 38
scales, 38
standard, 38
ternary
sections, 332
ternary projections, 329
ternary systems, 327
granite compositions, 335
sections and projections, 328
thermodynamic potential
more useful, 90
thermodynamic potentials, 68
thermodynamics
a mechanical analogy, 2
and chemical energy, 9
and egg reactions, 32
and phase diagrams, 293
ball-in-valley analogy, 2
definition, 1
final comment, 355
first law, 44
idealization, 7
limitations, 8
most important equation, 74
most useful equation, 198
second law, 71
third law, 118
historical aspects, 118
statement of, 119
third law of thermodynamics, 118, 119
tie-line, 307
total differential
application to fundamental equation,
75
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U–S–V/(V1 + V2 ) surface, 72
unary systems, 296
examples, 301
maximum phases in, 299
univariant, 295
unstable equilibrium, 17
unstable system, 17
U–S–V surface, 75
geometrical meaning, 75
variables
extensive, 21
intensive, 21
of state, 20
variance
mathematical analogy, 295
variance, definition, 294
voltage
in electrolytic cells, 260
source of Gibbs energies, 269
standard cell, 262
voltage of electrolytic cells, and activities, 264
volume
change in reaction, 33
change on mixing, 169
ideal solutions, 160
in U–S–V surface, 73
of mixing, 168
partial molar, 171
units, 140
work
and Gibbs energy change, 95
and Helmholtz energy change, 95
applicability of equations, 62
chemical, 46
definition, 42
electrical, 263
example calculation, 48
Helmholtz energy as, 97
in electrolytic cells, 263
less than maximum, 52
of expanding gas, 46
piston–cylinder example, 45
pressure–volume, 47, 95
reversible, 52
sign conventions, 44
tensile, 46
total vs. useful, 95
types of, 45
work–pressure–volume and heat–
temperature–entropy analogy,
70
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